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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0273828A1] 1. Rapid attaching device for hydraulic machine equipment articulated at the end of an arm of the said machine in which the
front end of the arm comprises a rotational shaft defining the centre of gyration of the equipment and an hydraulic jack which controls the rotation of
the equipment of the type comprising a frame formed from two parallel flanges rendered integral with each other by means of struts mounted so as
to pivot on the front end shaft of the arm, between the arm and the equipement, the frame being supported by the pivot shaft of the equipment and
comprising an hydraulic bolt for maintaining the connection between the tool and the arm, characterized in that ; - the frame comprises a hook (5a)
engaging on a boss supported by the tool, the said hook being disposed substantially on the opposite side to the bolt ; - the equipment comprises
integrally at least one fastening (16) for receiving the bolt (13) in such a way that the equipment is mounted on the frame and is maintained as a
result, on the one hand of the hook cooperating with the boss and on the other hand by the bolt acting against the fastening which on the one hand
immobilizes the fastening in position and on the other hand firmly maintains the boss (5) in the hook (5a) ; - and in that the pivot shaft (6) of the
equipment is separated from the equipment itself.
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